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1 Trump has dramatically deteriorated since 2016- his
dementia was in an earlier stage & his most notable
symptom was uninhibited behavior. He could still deliver a
semi-coherent zinger then. Now, his attacks on Biden
appear as confused, frustrated, incoherent & angry
projection

2 Trump can't go to the well & deliver coherent thoughts bc his mind is empty.

Elementary school nicknames are the best he can do. He can barely read & anything

non scripted goes in to a ditch. Fox cut away from his babble a/b tractors w/ internet

access. 
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Replying to @atrupar

Beyond parody -- Fox Business cuts away from Trump's speech 
right after he laments, bizarrely, that tractors can't hook up to the 
internet
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3 Trump's dementia symptoms are extensive & worsening. Anger, yelling at

reporters, name calling & mindless run-on word drool are his way of compensating

for diminished capacity. Let's compare a recent symptom list, to a list I wrote &

tweeted in August 2017. Here's a recent list
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4 Here's the much shorter list I tweeted in Aug 2017. In my tweet, I wrote: 

 

"A neurological exam of Trump, will quickly force his resignation. Kelly & WH Dr

Ronny Jackson need to make it happen, not give him cover" 

 

Wanting Kelly & Dr Ronny to fix the situation looks comical now

5 Trump's symptom's have grown from serious problems to being fully dominated by

dementia in just the last 2 years. Trump's angry projection of his own condition on

Biden is obvious to everyone. Trump has now opened the door for Dems to challenge

him on his failing health. Do it.
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